CHAPTER 32

TIMELINE

Insert the following events into the timeline. This should help you to compare important historical events chronologically.

- Cuban Missile Crisis
- Falkland Islands war
- Allende overthrown
- Good Neighbor Policy
- Sandinistas lose power in Nicaragua
- Castro takes over Cuba

____1933
____1959
____1962
____1973
____1982
____1989

TERMS, PEOPLE, EVENTS

The following terms, people and events are important to your understanding of the chapter. On a separate sheet of paper, define each one.

Bay of Pigs  Cuban Revolution  Fr. Camilo Torres  
Che Guevara  PRI  Getulio Vargas  
Dom Helder da Camara  Archbishop Oscar Romero  Sendero Luminoso  
Falkland Islands  United Fruit Company  Salvador Allende  
Fidel Castro  Zapatistas  Alliance for Progress  
Fulgencio Batista  Sandinistas  liberation theology  
Jacobo Arbenz  26th of July Movement  barbudos  
Juan Peron  Good Neighbor Policy  Hugo Chávez  
Manuel Noriega  Lula  populist nationalism  
Pablo Neruda  Jimmy Carter  third world  
Falkland War  Zapatistas  spiritual socialism  
Grenada  Banana republics  National Action Party  
U.N. Declaration of Human Rights  Vicente Fox
MAP EXERCISE

The following exercise is intended to clarify the geophysical environment and the spatial relationships among the important objects and places mentioned in the chapter. Locate the following places on the map.

Panama                           El Salvador
Dominican Republic              Cuba
Nicaragua                        Haiti

What economic and political reasons did the United States employ as rationale for intervening militarily in the above nations?